
Antitank rifles were 
effective against lightly 
armored vehicles. 

MPz.B.41 
7.92 mm AT.RIFLE 
SS ff WEAPON 

Germany's Waffen SS were the elite 
troops of the German Army. They prided 
themselves on their daring, courage, and 
tenacity. They held out in hopeless situa-
tions where less determined troops would 
have surrendered. Because of their unique 
position, they had first pick of any new 
developments in the small arms field. 

Before the second war, the arms firm 
Ceskoslovenska Zbrojovka (ZB) in Brno 
had developed a unique antitank rifle. 
When Ceskoslovenska Zbrojovka (ZB) fell 
to the Germans, they ordered the Czechs 
to continue their arms production and 
development. 

As the war continued, The Waffen SS felt 
the need for a more compact high velocity 
antitank rifle, Ceskoslovenska Zbrojovka 
(ZB) had the answer and the Waffen SS 
adopted MPzB41 antitank rifle. Few wea-
pons have achieved the futuristic look of 
this unique rifle. At first glance it resembles 
a weapon from another world. Actually it is 
a fairly straight forward hand operated rifle. 

In order to fire the gun, the magazine 
was first filled with the big powerful 8mm 
No. 312 cartridges and inserted into the 
opening in the frame. Next the rifleman 
would lay prone, grip the gun by the 
pistol grip and squeeze the release. The 
pistol grip is then rotated about 450  and 
pushed forward. This unlocked the barrel 
and sliding receiver from the locking bolt 
situated on the face of the butt stock. It 
also ejected any fired cartridge that might 
have been in the chamber. 
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Right and left hand views of the MSS41. The 
trademark of Ceskoslovenska Zbrojovka (ZB) 
is clearly shown on the magazine guide portion 
of the frame. This is an early gun. It still has 
the square muzzle brake and adjustable bipod. 
Later guns had a round onion type brake, a 
Pz.b. 39 bipod and a shorter cheek piece. 
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The M.Pz.B.41 shown with the action open. When the pistol grip is 
rotated about 45 degrees, the barrel assembly can be pushed forward 
to unlock the breech and eject the empty cartridge. Pulling the barrel 
to the rear chambers a fresh cartridge. The grip is then rotated to the 
vertical position and the gun is locked and cocked. 

M.Pz.B.41's were carried in a large wooden chest marked with the insignia 
of the Waffen SS and contained the following: One complete antitank 
rifle, two extra barrels, 4 sheet metal magazine carrying boxes and a 
total of 20 loaded magazines, plus a spare firing pin and takedown tool. 
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The MPz.B. 41 was easily broken down into smaller components for ease of repair or transport. 



CZECH 15mm Pz.B. - MODEL 41 

The earlier gun, known as the Brunn A.G. 15mm Pz.B. Model 41 
to the Germans; was supplied in small numbers to Italy and Croatia. 
The unusual gun was a single shot antitank rifle. In order to make the 
weapon easier to handle, the Czechs developed a unique bolt action 
rifle. Instead of pulling back a massive bolt or breech block, the 
Czechs simply attached the bolt head to the shoulder stock. The 
brought the chamber right besides the shooters cheek. A leather 
covered steel cheek rest kept the shooters face away from the hot 
barrel and chamber. By putting the chamber back so far, the overall 
length of the gun was shortened. 

Although the gun was a single shot manually operated weapon, its 
unique design allowed for a rate of 10 to 12 shots a minute. Loading 
is done from the bottom. a 15mm cartridge is inserted between the 
back wall of the housing and the shell guide. The barrel is unlocked 
and the grip turned to the right. This motion unlocks the barrel from 
the bolt head on the butt stock and cocks the gun.Pushing the barrel 
forward allows it to slide in a bearing on the frame, emptying the 
chamber and ejecting the fired shell. When the barrel is pulled back, 
the feed brings the fresh round up in front of the bolt. This round is 
chambered when the barrel is pulled back over the cartridge and 
locked by rotating the grip 45 degrees. Now the gun is ready to fire. 

At this time a fresh cartridge can be inserted in the feeder, so that 
after firing and ejecting the empty case, the fresh round is in position 
to be chambered. The rear sight is on the left side and can be set for 
300, 600, or 800 meters. When the gun was revised for the SS, it was 
redesigned to accept a 5 shot magazine and rebarreled to fire the 
standard caliber 7.9mm bottleneck No. 318 German antitank rifle 
cartridge. 
Caliber   15mm X 104mm Z.B. machine gun 
Weight   18.5 kg. 
Overall length  1710mm 
Barrel length  1500mm 
Type of feed   single shot 
Weight of shell   188 g 
Length of shell  148.6 mm 
Weight of projectile   74 g 
Muzzle velocity  900 Wsec 

Penetration of face hardened armor at 90 degrees was 28mm at 
100 meters and 18mm at 300 meters. 
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TOP: Late Model MPz.B.41 cal 7.9mm using 
German MG bipod. 

CENTER: Early Czech single shot 15mm 
MPz.B.41 antitank rifle 

BOTTOM: Single shot 15mm Czech Model 
W1939 antitank rifle. The Czech 15mm 
AT rifles fired the 15mm ZB-60 machine 
gun cartridge. This cartridge is known as 
the 15mm BESA in the U.S. 
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